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We want to win real,
progressive change.
cStreet Campaigns is a digital agency focused on 
helping our clients use technology to engage 
and inspire their supporters to action.  

Founded in 2012, cStreet specializes in digital 
campaigns powered by NationBuilder that 
include strategy, design, and web development 
for non-profits, higher education institutions, 
labour unions, and political candidates looking 
to revolutionize their digital presence.

ABOUT CSTREET

Empower. Influence. 
Win.
Started through award-winning civic 
engagement organization, OpenMedia, 
New/Mode is reimagining democratic 
engagement in the digital age.

We weren’t satisfied with existing advocacy 
applications—so we’ve built the tools today’s 
environmental and social equity campaigns 
need to empower their supporters, influence 
decision-makers and win.

Our aim is to power democratic participation 
wherever the open Internet exists.

ABOUT NEW/MODE



Why We’re Here

This workshop emphasizes that tactics must be rooted 
in strategy, by highlighting stories of proven tactics 
landing flat and flying high.

Canroots 2017 



Ladders of Engagement
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Unaware:
They’ve 

never heard 
of you!

Observers:
Seen an 
article or 

post or got 
an eblast

Supporters
People who 
have opted 
in by taking 

action

Advocates 
People who 
have taken 
ownership

Move people along a ladder of engagement (using 
NationBuilder paths) 



Ladders of 
Engagement meet 
Paths

● Can be organization-wide or 
specific to a campaign or 
project.

● Specify the steps that people 
go through in a project or 
campaign.

● Customizable and flexible 
based on your project.



Moving people 
along paths

● Individuals can be on 
multiple paths.

● Paths are “step” based.

● They show all the different 
ways that a 
supporter/member is 
engaged.

● People can be batch updated 
to move en masse. 



What are we moving our 
supporters towards

● To be able to establish the steps in a ladder of 
engagement we have to start by defining an end 
point for our supporters.

● For a political campaign, you might have one 
ladders for your Voter ID (what are the steps to 
converting people into YES voters?) and in an NGO 
campaign you might have a ladder for converting 
everyone on your email list into becoming 
advocates in a new campaign.
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Unaware

When you’re starting out, you want the largest 
possible segment.

For instance, if it’s a new public-facing campaign then 
your “unaware” segment might be the general public. 

In a campaign with a more limited scope, this 
segment might be your existing supporter base that 
you’re introducing the campaign to. 
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Unaware

When you’re starting out, you want the largest 
possible segment.

For instance, if it’s a new petition-powered campaign 
then:

● All emailable
● In the geographic area of your campaign
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Observers
People on this step are everyone who’s aware of your 
project or campaign.  

Possible database segments:

● Opened email

For campaigns folks, for instance, these might be 
people who opened the petition email but did not 
sign.
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Observers
People on this step are everyone who’s aware of your 
project or campaign.  

Possible database segments:

● Opened email

Or

●  On ladder of engagement step 2
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Supporters
People on this step are everyone who has taken an 
action in support of the campaign.

Possible database segments:

● Petition Signers
● Endorses 
● Story sharers 

This is anyone who has taken your first significant 
action.
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Supporters
People on this step are everyone who has taken an 
action in support of the campaign.

Possible database segments:

● Petition Signers
● Endorses 
● Story sharers 
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Advocates

People on this step are your dream activists.  This is 
where you want everyone to end. 
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Advocates

People on this step are your dream activists.  This is 
where you want everyone to end. 
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Choosing Your Targets 
and How to Reach Them



Power Mapping

1. Determine your target(s)
2. Map influencers
3. Connect relationships
4. Determine priority relationships
5. Build your campaign plan

Source: movetoamend.org/toolkit/guide-power-mapping
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Emailing

● High conversion/low barrier actions to build 
support base

● Stay on the radar with decision-makers and 
influencers



Tweeting

● Generate public commitment from supporters

● Establish public presence across decision-makers’ 
profiles

● Expand your campaign’s network 



Calling

● Empower your leading 
activists

● Demonstrate your community’s 
commitment to a cause

● Target influencers



Letters to Newspapers

● Empower and train your leading activists

● Multiply your earned media reach

● Publicly demonstrate local community support



Online to Offline

● Earned media opportunities

● Engage the top of the ladder

● Demonstrate commitment to your community



Targeting Tactics Gone Wrong
We the People… are about to get spammed in support of the TPP



Targeting tactics done right 
- Stop the Meter

Stage 1: Petition and social actions targeting Minister

Stage 2: Targeting influencers

Stage 3: Secure opposition parties’ consensus

Stage 4: Secure new directive from government

Stage 5: Target CRTC



Key Lessons

● Think systematically about paths to influence key policy-makers

● Think strategically about how to reach your targets

● Ensure supporters at different levels of the ladder can meaningfully engage

● Capture, learn, and iterate from data



Knowing Your 
Community 



The Bully Project - 
Key Components

-Distributed events and house parties

-Prime time coverage of CNN

-Gamified user experience to drive continuous 
engagement



Gamified & open 
Ladder of engagement
● Opened up the ladder of engagement so all 

supporters could see it and know how to move up

● Incentivized action by offering rewards (you’ll see 
more in a minute)



Rewards? Wut kinda 
rewards?
Every time you took action you got a badge!

○ Take the pledge to end bullying -> Get a badge!
○ Download the educators’ toolkit -> Get a badge!
○ Recruit 3 friends -> Get a badge!
○ Host or attend a screening -> Get a badge!
○ Donate -> Get a badge!

...and your badges followed you around the site as 
you interacted to act as a pressure point to collect 
them all.



Cool, but did anyone do 
it? 



At last count...
5,000+ Tweets sharing badges 

50k+ Email Signups 

500+ Distributed Events 



But also, Olivia 
Chow for Mayor



With Olivia we 
used a similar 
approach
Our key digital + field 
actions lead to badges and 
a data-driven dashboard 
asked our supporters to 
take action based on 
previous activities.  



With Olivia we used a 
similar approach

...to a different outcome.  

Participation rates through the web were strong, but 
no one cared about the rewards. 



What we learned from 
Chow & Bully
● Bully supporters became motivated by the film and 

sought out a way to get involved and we had the 
most obvious place to take action.

● Chow supporters started motivated and already 
knew what to expect.

● Borrowing tactics and applying in a  different 
context can create pitfalls.



Listening & responding 
to your community



Turns out, many thought it was a joke.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mc9STmKblIY


5 principles of crowdsourced engagement: 

1. Show malleability

2. Give recognition

3. Be accessible

4. Build relationships

5. Share ownership



Tactic 1: ongoing 
dialogue
Establish processes for discussing and integrating 
feedback.



Tactic 2: comment 
threading
Use comments from your community in your content.



Tactic 3: solicit 
thematic input
Solicit input through online channels, break it down 
into themes and use for new campaign content.



Tactic 4: Quantitative & 
Qualitative Analysis
Define a problem statement, collect input, and apply 
analytical methodologies to identify solutions.



Tactic 5: crowdsourced 
plans
Use all of the above to build policy proposals that put 
people front and centre.



When people are heard

● 125,000+ action-takers

● Multiple private members bills

● Recommendations under consideration by 
government



4 simple things you can do to improve your email program next 
week:

● Send more email by splitting lists based on interest and engagement

● Make it (a little) harder to opt out

● Bring old supporters back into the fold

● Follow up with kicker emails



Notes:

● Using issues-based data we can send 
email to only people who have taken 
action on a particular issue.

● Filtering allows us to group together 
supporters who have taken action in a 
huge volume of ways including:

○ If they’ve attended event

○ Where in our ladder of 
engagement they are

○ What issues they’re passionate 
about 

○ Other ways they’ve interacted with 
us



Clinton Eblast:

● The unsubscribe link is in the fine print

● Blank space means unsubscribe isn’t TOO 
obvious

● Supporters are offered the ability to 
receive less email

● Emotional appeal to not unsubscribe 



Bernie unsubscribe page

● Make an emotional appeal to not leave

● Offer alternatives to stay in touch 
through social

● Redirect people to donation pages





SNDP - Bringing back 
unsubscribers

● Upload their email addresses to 
Facebook ads as a custom audience

● Develop ads that with a CTA that will help 
you re-acquire their email address

● Use landing pages to improve conversion



SNDP - Advert 
Landing Pages

● Use a squeeze-style page 

● Keep the call to action as clear 
as possible

● Previously engaged 
supporters have higher 
conversation rates



Notes - Kicker 
Emails

● Target only non-opens or 
non-action takers

● Keep it short

● Repeat your call to action

● Personalize the subject line
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